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Nnte: section A is compulsory consisting of Ten questions carrying two marks each. sectlon B csntrains fivequesfions canying five rnarks each and students have to attempt any fourquestions Sectlon C contains threequestiotts canying ten rnarks each and students have to attempt any two questione.

$ection A

!. (a) what are the various assumptions made in impact of free jets.

(b) Definejet ratio.

(c) What is scale effect.

(d) Define thomas cavitation number.

{e) Define slip in centrifugal pumps.

{0 Draw discharge vs crank angle diagram for double acting reciprocating pumps.

(g) What are rhe different rypes of draft tubes.

(hi What is the function of air vessels in pumps.

{i) Name the various components of a hydraulic power plant

fi) Define degree of reacrion.

Section B

2' Show that the maximurn efficiency for the jet strikes at flat plates mounted on the periphery of a wheel isfifty percent.

3. A single jet pelton wheel runs at 300 rpm under a head of S l0 m. the jet diameter is 200 mm, its
deflection inside the bucket is t650 and its retative velocity is reduced by I so/o dueto friction. Find (i) waterhorsepower (ii) resulant foice on the bucket (iii) break power if rnechanical losses are 3o/oof power'zupptiea
and overall efficiency. Assume values for the velocity coefficient 0.98 and speed rario 0.46.

4. Differentiate between inward flow reaction turbine and outward flow reaction turbine.

5. A centrifugal pump having 35 cm outlet diameter and l8 cm inlet diameter is to deliver water against anet head of 25 m at the design speed of | 200 rpm. The width of impeller wheel at outlet is 6 cm and the flowvelocity is constant from inlet to outlet. The entry is radial and the impeller vanes arc tlent back at 300,o rr,.tangent at outlet. Presuming a hydraulic efficiency of 9}o/o"make calculations for the width of the impeller atinlet, the angle of vane tip at inlet and the discharge from the pump.
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6. A single acting reciprocating pump has a stroke length of l5 cm, the suction pipe is 7 m long and the ratio
of suction pipe diameter to the plunger diameter is3/a. The water level in the sump is 2.5 m below the axis of
the purnp cylinder and the pipe conrrecting the sump and pump cylinder is 7.5 cm diameter. if the crank is
running at75 rpm, determine the pressure head on the piston at the beginning, mid and end of the suction
stroke. Take friction coefficient 0. i.

Section C

7. Explain construction and working of hydraulic intensifier and clifferential accumulator.

8.(a) Derive the equation for specific speed of pelton turbine"

(b) A hydraulic turbine is to develop 845 kW wlien running at 100 rpm under a net head of l0 m. Work out
the maximum flow rate and specific speed for the turbine if the overall eflicienc y is 92To. In order to predict
its performance, a l : 10 scale rnodel is tested under a head of 6 m. What would be the speed, power ourput
and water consumption eif the rnode I if it runs under the conditions similar to the prororype.

9. What is the purpose of draft tube in hydraulic turbine and how does it operate? Francis turbine develops
365 kW atan overall efficiency of 80% when working under a static head of 5 m, the draft tube being
cylindrical and of diameter 2.5 m. What increase in power and efficiency of the turbine would you expect if
a tapered draft tube having an inlet diarneter of 4 m and efTiciency of conversion of ga% is substituted for
the cylindrical one. lt rnay be presumed that head speed and discharge rernain constant.
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